Raddish / Mission

Raddish brings families together in the kitchen and at the table.
Children who are empowered in the kitchen become adventurous eaters and confident achievers.
Families who eat meals together raise healthier, safer, and more successful children. Raddish inspires
parents to make kitchen memories with their children and discover a new appreciation and joy for
cooking together.
Raddish is designed by teachers who believe the kitchen classroom is the tastiest place to learn. Each thematic
kit incorporates math, science, nutrition, geography, culture and history. With Raddish, kids cultivate a diverse
palate, experience culinary creativity, and build a foundation for a wholesome future and a lifelong love of cooking.

Raddish / Cooking

Kits

Raddish is a monthly cooking kit that takes the guesswork out of cooking with kids. Each thematic
Raddish kit cooks up culinary adventures and family fun. A perfect gift for kids ages 3-12, contents include:
3 family friendly recipe guides, carefully
illustrated for kids, that provide parents with the
necessary know-how to create fun, enriching, and
delicious kitchen lessons. Recipes are durable and
wipeable.
Skill card to help kids and parents learn culinary
techniques.

A shopping list.
Table talk conversation starters.
An adorable Raddish patch to be ironed-on to a
Raddish apron.
Free online bonus recipes and activities.

Creative activities, with all the necessary
materials or kitchen tools, aimed at getting
families creating, talking, and eating together.
Activities range from science experiments and
art projects to oral histories and foodie games.

Raddish / Samantha Barnes

Samantha Barnes’ commitment to changing the way kids and families eat was born from her experience as a
middle school teacher and mother of two. Realizing that many of her students were young foodies but lacked the
knowledge and kitchen experience to make healthy lunch choices, Samantha launched Kitchen Kid, LLC in 2006 with
the hope of inspiring young people to jump into the kitchen and start cooking!
Since then, Kitchen Kid has grown to be the premiere mobile culinary school for kids and families in the Los Angeles
area, offering in-home birthday parties, after-school enrichment classes, and deliciously fun camps. Through Kitchen
Kid’s cooking kit, Raddish, Samantha hopes parents everywhere will discover the kitchen and family table are two of
the best places to make meaningful connections with their children.
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